
 Saltwater intrusion into wetlands at Point Farewell in the Northern Territory has resulted in a ninefold increase in 
the area of saline mudflats and mangrove in the East Alligator River over recent decades. Photograph: Mike 

Saynor
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As predictions about the climate crisis increasingly become 
observations, Australians are witnessing first hand the impacts of 
more frequent and severe weather events. These images supplied by 
the Climate Council show the devastating effects on the continent’s 
ecosystems and unique wildlife. Australia’s ecosystems are already 
under grave stress from land-clearing, over-harvesting and invasive 
feral animals and plants; climate change is adding to the litany of 
woes and proving to be the last straw for some systems and species
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Bramble Cay melomys ( Melomys rubicola), now considered extinct, in the Torres Strait.
Photograph: Bruce Thomson

A healthy coral ecosystem.
Photograph: Climate Council



Dead coral at Lizard Island on the Great Barrier Reef in Queensland. Underwater heatwaves in 
2016 and 2017 caused severe bleaching, resulting in the death of a third of hard coral.

Photograph: Ocean Agency Catlin Seaview Survey

Green turtle hatchlings on the northern beaches of the Great Barrier Reef are now 99% female 
due to warmer temperatures.

Photograph: Violeta Jahnel Brosig, Dreamstime.com



Healthy east Antarctic moss beds before warmer conditions.
Photograph: Sharon Robinson

Dying east Antarctic moss beds.
Photograph: Sharon Robinson



Mosses on Macquarie Island and in Antarctica are declining and becoming diseased as the 
climate warms.

Photograph: Dana Bergstrom

Prolonged drought has led to a decline in bogong moths in the Australian alps, in turn 
threatening the endangered mountain pygmy possum that feed on them.
Photograph: Australian Alps Collection-Parks Australia and Ajay Narendra



Burned thousand-year-old pencil pine in Lake Mackenzie, Tasmania. Ignitions of ‘dry lightning’ 
fires are increasing due to climate change, 

sparking fires that have killed species in Gondwana rainforests thought to be over 1,000 years 
old. Photograph: Rob Blakers



One third of the local spectacled flying fox population died in a heatwave in Cairns in 2018.
Photograph: David White

Giant kelp forests in Tasmania have declined due to underwater heatwaves and the increased 
range of sea urchins.

Photograph: John Turnbull



Long-term decline in rainfall and run-off in the Murray-Darling Basin has contributed to the 
death of river red gums and an estimated one million fish.

Photograph: Rob Gregory



Drought and heatwaves in 2010-2011 caused the death of 26% of mature trees in jarrah 
forests in south-west Western Australia.

Photograph: George Matusick



Marri and jarrah trees suffering from dieback.
Photograph: George Matusick



An underwater heatwave in 2010 -2011 resulted in a 90% loss of seagrass cover in some sites 
at Shark Bay, Western Australia.

Photograph: Robert Nowicki/Shark Bay Research Project



A healthy mangrove ecosystem (before the marine heatwave) at the Gulf of Carpentaria in 
Queensland.

Photograph: Norman Duke



Mangroves along the Gulf of Carpentaria affected by an underwater heatwave.
Photograph: Norman Duke



An endangered Carnaby’s black cockatoo.
Photograph: Rick Dawson

Heatwaves have caused mass deaths of budgerigars and the endangered Carnaby’s black 
cockatoo in Western Australia.
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